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Abstract—Although considering dynamics in the control of
humanoid robots can improve tracking and compliance in
agile tasks, it requires local and global states of the system,
precise torque control and proper modeling. In this paper we
discuss practical issues to implement inverse dynamics on a
torque controlled robot. By modeling electrical actuators off-
line, inverting such model and estimating the friction on-line, a
high bandwidth torque controller is implemented. In addition, a
cascade of optimization problems to fuse all the sensory data
coming from IMU, joint encoders and contact force sensors
estimate the robot’s global state robustly. Our estimation builds
the kinematic chain of the legs from the center of pressure which
is more robust in case of slight slippage, tilting or rolling of
the feet. Thanks to precise and fast torque control, robust state
estimation and optimization-based whole body inverse dynamics,
the real robot can keep balance with very small stiffness and
damping in Cartesian space. It can also recover from strong
pushes and perform dexterous tasks. The highly compliant and
stable performance is based on pure torque control, without any
joint damping or position/velocity tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

In legged robotics, kinematic-based algorithms on position-
controlled robots have dominated the state of the art for
a long time. Even though the formulations for considering
dynamics of the robot were already developed in earlier works,
it was computationally expensive to consider them for typical
complex humanoid robots. But nowadays, with the appearance
of advanced computational units, performing dynamic calcula-
tions on-line is becoming affordable. Furthermore, humanoids
are gradually starting to interact with humans and getting out
of the laboratories which require great compliance and ro-
bustness. Therefore, recently there are many torque-controlled
robots being built and the research is focusing on control
methods that provide robustness, compliance and preciseness.
The wish to perform more complex and dynamical tasks has
motivated researchers to think of task-space motions to reduce
complexity of the high-level planning problems. Therefore,
a precise controller that converts Cartesian tasks to actuator
inputs is crucial in the loop to ensure precision and feasibility
of the tasks regarding physical constraints.

Although in position-controlled robots, contact force read-
ings have provided a partial observation of the dynamics of the
robot, in torque-controlled robots we additionally have sensing
and control over the torque in all individual joints. Respecting
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inequality constraints such as torque and contact friction limits
as well as keeping the Center of Pressure (CoP) inside each
support polygon could not be easily addressed in classical
formulations like [1]. Stephens and Atkeson [2] formulated the
problem into a two staged optimization. At first they optimized
contact forces and moments with respect to the Center of
Mass (CoM) acceleration and the total momentum. Contacts’
friction and CoP limitations were also considered in this
stage. Then they found joint torques using more conventional
pseudo-inverse methods like [1]. Herzog [3] followed similar
approach with a hierarchical formulation that executed the
desired tasks with different priorities. In our recent works
[4], [5] we combined all the stages together in a single
optimization process. Given desired Cartesian accelerations
for feet, hands, CoM and the torso (tasks), we find joint
torques by optimizing all the unknown variables in a single
quadratic programming problem subject to various equality
and inequality constraints. We have successfully tested this
layer combined with a footstep planner to generate walking
on the Atlas [4] and Coman [5] robots in simulation. Inverse
dynamics helps making the robot compliant, precise and robust
against various sources of noise and errors.

In this paper, we discuss how inverse dynamics is interfaced
with our real Coman robot [6] to perform balancing and other
Cartesian tasks. While this article solves practical problems for
a specific robot, Coman, we think that the methods presented
here could help improving whole-body torque control on other
robots such as Sarcos [3] and Atlas [7]. The control chain
consists of robot’s state estimation, Cartesian task planner,
inverse dynamics and actuator torque control. In our previous
simulations [4], [5], position encoding and torque tracking
performance were ideal. The robot’s global state was computed
with simple kinematics and the output torques were directly
applied to the joints. However on the real robot, joint encoders
have low resolution, control delay is considerable and torque
tracking is slow, implemented by a PI loop. The IMU is
broadcasting data with slower rates and due to magnetic
interferences, the yaw angle we get from IMU is unreliable.
Our goal in the present work is to propose estimation and
actuation methods that improve the interface between the
inverse dynamics layer and the hardware.

The contribution of the present work is twofold. In torque
tracking, we propose a friction observer that acts like a feed-
back term in conjunction with inverse of the motor’s model
as feed-forward term. Such architecture improves bandwidth,
latency and also transparency of the joint when commanding978-1-4799-9994-1/15/$31.00 c©2015 IEEE



zero torque. In other relevant works, fast current PID loops
[8] and torque PID loops [8]–[11] compensate disturbances,
sometimes only considering internal actuator dynamics [9] or
only the friction observation [10]. The proposed architecture
however combines the two on a voltage-controlled motor with
a novel observer design. By modeling the motor resistance
and back electromagnetic effects [12], we find a feed-forward
term that essentially replaces the additional current loop [8].

In state estimation, a two-stage quadratic programming
method is proposed. We fuse IMU data, leg kinematics and
contact forces together in order to estimate the inertial-frame
position and velocity of the robot along with the yaw angle.
In case of slight rolling/tilting of the feet which happens
frequently in very dynamic tasks, the Center of Pressure (CoP)
lies on the border. Although the CoP moves all the time,
we assume that the foot’s surface at the CoP has no relative
translational motion with respect to the ground. Therefore at
each instance of time, the chain of the leg can start from the
CoP point in the inertial frame. Such general concept improves
the precision and stability while we do not make any restricting
assumption on foot/terrain orientation like [13]. Our second
contribution compared to relevant works is to estimate the CoP
in each contact and the global state together. Our formulation
is similar to Kalman filtering with fixed covariances, however
other methods proposed in [7], [13]–[15] linearize the model
to update the covariance matrices for statistical optimality. Our
method is computationally faster, but requires proper off-line
tuning. Moreover, we assume that leg kinematics (positions
and velocities) are perfect like [13], [14] while Xinjilefu in
[7], [15] puts such assumption on positions only and uses the
full model of the robot to filter velocities. We consider such
improvement for future work as the case is different due to
existence of series springs in Coman.

The paper starts with describing our torque controllers. We
continue in the third section by formulating a hierarchy of
optimization problems that fuse the sensory data to estimate
the global state of the robot. In the fourth section we introduce
our inverse dynamics formulation and Cartesian controllers
suited for dexterous demonstrations discussed in the results
section.

II. TORQUE TRACKING

The baseline PI torque controller in Coman does not have
the bandwidth required for our tasks. Therefore we identify
motor parameters off-line and invert the resulting model to find
a feed-forward voltage. We also need to estimate the friction
which is considerable in Coman due to high gear ratios. In
literature, friction identification and compensation is studied
broadly in position/velocity/torque controlled robots [16]–[18].
There are various statical or dynamical friction models used in
different robots or experimental setups. In a position/velocity
control paradigm, since the desired direction of motion and
its velocity are known, it is easy to compensate the Coulomb
friction. Such compensation improves the position tracking
and reduces the effort made by feedbacks [16]. More complex
models such as LuGre [19] are also identified and studied in

[20] by exploiting a set of observers to estimate the parameters
on-line.

In torque controlled motors however, less complicated
models are considered such as hyperbolic tangent [21] or
Coulomb-viscous [18]. In general, since the desired direction
of motion is unknown in a torque controller, it is not easy
to compensate the Coulomb friction. Therefore other works
in torque controlled joints either observe the friction with
some dynamics and latency [10] or make a fast PID loop to
compensate the torque error [8], [9].

In Coman, there are two encoders before and after the spring
and a torque sensor before the spring. Due to low resolution
of post-spring encoders and therefore modeling difficulty, we
assume negligible transient drive in springs. In this section we
describe our procedure to identify the motor’s electromagnetic
properties like [16]–[18] and then we formulate an inverse
control law which generates proper actuator input (voltage) to
realize the desired torque in the output (Fig.1).
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Fig. 1: A typical joint in Coman consists of an electrical motor, a Harmonic
Drive (HD) and an in-series spring (SE). After identification, we model the
relation between motor voltage v and the torque τ after the harmonic drive.
Such model is used to estimate the friction and produce feed-forward voltage
added to a simple proportional feedback (P).

A. Model identification

To identify motor properties, we track two sets of refer-
ence trajectories (sinusoids and trapezoids to explore motor
dynamics and friction properties respectively) with a simple
PD controller of low gains that produces the motor voltage.
After recording velocities (by finite differentiation) and output
torques, we setup a least square optimization problem which
fits the following model to the signals:

v−KeNθ̇

Rm
ktN = τ f ric + JmN2

θ̈ + τ = τmot (1)

τ f ric = τco sign(θ̇)+ τvθ̇

Where v is the voltage of the motor, θ is the joint angle
before the spring, τ is the load torque and τ f ric corresponds to
all friction torques. The constant ke is back EMF coefficient,
kt is torque constant, N is harmonic drive ratio, Rm is motor
resistance and Jm is total inertia of the motor and the harmonic
drive. We use a simple combination of Coulomb (τco) and
viscous (τv) frictions inspired from the type of data we
observe. Adding stiction or Stribeck effects or using more



advanced dynamic models like Dahl or LuGre [19] turned out
having no considerable improvement in our setup.

The goal of our identification is to adjust motor parameters
kt , ke, Rm, Jm we already have from the data-sheet and
identify friction coefficients τco and τv. Since Coman has joint
torque sensors, we can perform identification for each joint
individually unlike [18]. We assume equal torque and back
EMF constants and also N is known from the data-sheet.
Fig.2 shows a typical trained model, plotted as a friction-
velocity profile. The red curve shows our friction model while
the black curve corresponds to the characteristic of friction
estimated from the measured torque and the motor model. In
practice, to explore the whole range of output torques and high
currents, we apply different external loads to the joint during
the experiment. According to the data-sheet, the motors in
Coman have very low magnetic reluctance and therefore, we
observed negligible improvement by adding reluctance term
during the identification process.
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Fig. 2: The friction in shoulder roll joint and the approximate coulomb-viscous
curve. Note that the actual curve is obtained via estimating motor parameters.

B. Control law

After optimizing the model (1) for each joint individually,
we invert it to find the feed-forward voltage terms v+ to be
applied at the next time-step:

v+ = keNθ̇ +
Rm

ktN
(τ̂ f ric + Jmθ̈re f + τre f ) (2)

Where τ̂ f ric stands for the estimated friction. Although
the optimized set of parameters better describe the data, the
difference is still considerable in Fig.2. Unlike using the
trained parameters [21], we try to estimate the friction based
on the torque measurements. knowing the voltage applied in
the previous time-step v− and the resulting motor velocity
θ̇ , motor acceleration θ̈ and the output torque τout , we can
estimate the friction by:

v− = keNθ̇ +
Rm

ktN
(τ̂ f ric + Jmθ̈ + τ) (3)

τ̂ f ric = τ̂co + τvθ̇

Where the viscous friction is assumed to follow the model.
Subtracting (3) from (2) yields:

v+− v− =
Rm

ktN
(Jm(θ̈re f − θ̈)+(τre f − τ)) (4)

Which basically means the voltage of the motor is integrating
the torque and acceleration errors, ensuring convergence to

zero. Finally we add a simple proportional gain to correct
the frequency response of the system (Fig.1). In practice we
multiply the estimated Coulomb friction τ̂co by a factor close
to one to make the system more stable against un-modeled
effects. The controller can show remarkable zero-torque trans-
parency and track very fast torque profiles precisely. It can
also be easily applied on other robots which have torque
sensing capabilities, unless a model is fitted to the actuators.
The performance will be further demonstrated in section V
and compared to the momentum based estimation proposed in
[10]. In next section, we describe another crucial component
required for agile motions which is the global state estimation.

III. ROBOT STATE ESTIMATION

Using inverse dynamics requires precise and robust esti-
mation of the robot’s state in the global coordinates frame
(i.e. 6 DoF of the pelvis and their derivatives). These values
should be indeed consistent with contact constraints. One can
easily assume that the geometric center of the foot is fixed
and use this constraint to determine the global base (pelvis)
position [5]. The IMU mounted on the pelvis can also be used
to determine orientations. However this simplistic method on
the real robot results in slippage when the CoP goes to the
borders like Fig.3. Small motions on the foot easily result in
a considerable perturbation on the whole inverse dynamics.
A common method to cancel out such vibrations is to add
an additional term on the reference torque to damp joint
velocities. However, these unwanted forces sometimes cause
more slippage and unacceptable tracking. Therefore we are
interested in estimating the robot’s global state robustly and
precisely in order to avoid joint damping and consequently
reach faster motions.

We assume that the feet have no relative translational motion
at the CoP point, but they might have relative rotational mo-
tion. Such assumption makes velocity estimation more precise.
However other methods either consider fixed foot position [7],
[13]–[15] or at most, add fixed foot orientation constraint [13].
Possible slippage, tilting or rolling is considered as disturbance
of the process in the aforementioned methods. However, the
fact that the reference foot position/orientation can slowly
change and adapt through Kalman filtering of [13], [14] is
not yet implemented in the present work.

Coman is equipped with a precise Microstrain IMU on
the pelvis which computes orientations, angular velocities and
linear accelerations. Coman also carries 6-axis force-torque
sensors on each foot. We do not have considerable backlash
on joints and we differentiate high resolution pre-spring en-
coders to obtain joint velocities, assuming stiff springs. In
fact post-spring encoders are used to build kinematics, but
the signal does not have enough resolution for differentiation.
Similar works exist in the literature which perform steady state
Kalman filtering [15], [22], considering full-body dynamics
to estimate joint velocities. In this work however we only
consider estimation of the global states and leave the joint
states and springs for future work.
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Fig. 3: An arbitrary posture of the foot over an inclined surface. It is very
usual on the real robot that the inverse dynamics algorithm uses boundaries
of the support region to provide balance. This perturbs the state estimation
in case of tilting or rolling of the foot. In this figure, the frame {c} refers to
the geometric center of the bottom surface, {s} refers to the frame attached
to the 6D force sensor and {i} refers to the inertial frame. Note that Msh
corresponds to the total mass under the sensor.

We setup a staged problem to estimate base position xi
b,

velocity ẋi
b and yaw angle φz. The superscript {i} indicates

that the variable is expressed in the inertial frame. Inputs are
joint positions qj, joint velocities θ̇j, base frame angular rate
ωωωb, base linear acceleration ẍimu, base pitch φy and roll φx
angles, contact forces fs and moments ms which are expressed
in the sensor frames {s}. We rely on the internal filtering of
the IMU to cancel biases and temperature effects. The first
stage of our method estimates the base velocity and CoP in
each contact while the second stage estimates the base position
and yaw angle.

A. Stage 1: base velocity estimation

In this stage we use the base linear acceleration and contact
forces to determine the CoP in the feet as well as the
base velocity in the local frame. For hand tips we actually
assume point contact with fixed CoP, though the robot has
small spheres that can slightly roll. Assuming small rotational
motions, we get the static contact moment equilibrium from
[23] for the feet and transfer it from the inertial frame {i} to
the contact’s frame {c} (Fig.3):

mCoP = S(fs + fsh)xCoP +S(fs)xs +ms +S(fsh)xsh

fsh = MshRi
c
−1g (5)

Where Msh refers to the weight of the parts under the force
sensor, xsh refers to their center of mass, g is gravity, xs
denotes sensor frame location, {s} is skew symmetric matrix
and f and m correspond to forces and moments respectively.
The variable xCoP is the CoP relative position inside the
contact polygon. Note that all x, m and f variables are
expressed in {c} frame. In our formulations, Rb

a is generally
the rotation matrix of the frame {a} expressed in b. We use
superscripts in our notations to show the reference frame. In
(5), we want to be free of the global rotation whereas it appears
in fsh. However since the gravity g is along the z axis, any yaw
rotation does not change g. Therefore we only need IMU roll
and pitch angles in each time-step.

Now assuming that the two surfaces have no relative transla-
tional motion at the CoP point, we can relate the translational

velocity of the contact point (which is zero) to the base
velocity using kinematic relations:

−ẏ = (Rb
c S(ωωωc)+S(ωωωb)Rb

c )xCoP + ẋb
c +S(ωωωb)xb

c (6)

Where we have defined ẏ=Ri
b
−1ẋb, the superscript b refers

to the base (pelvis) frame, ωωωb and ωωωc are local angular
velocities of frames {b} and c, xb

c refers to foot’s center-point
position (Fig.3) and xCoP is the same variable in (5), expressed
in {c} frame. One can also estimate the new velocity of the
base by:

ẏref = ẏ(t−4t)+ ÿimu4t (7)

Where 4t is the duration of a time-step. We can now
combine (5), (6) and (7) and form a constrained quadratic
optimization as:

min
ẏ,xCoP

∑VQδ
(δ )+∑VQmCoP

(mCoP)+VQy(ẏ− ẏref)

mCoP = AxCoP +B
−ẏ+δ = CxCoP +D

xCoP ∈ support polygon surface (8)

Here we define VQ(ψ) = ψTQψ and each active contact
(either foot or hand) appears in the optimization with its own
constraints. We have compacted (5) and (6) and avoided to
index different contacts for simplicity.

If we consider Q matrices to be the inverse of error’s
covariance matrix for each equation, the optimization in (8)
becomes equivalent to Kalman filtering, but with inequality
constraints. However here we assume fixed covariances and in
fact we tune them to get the desired performance. We possibly
lose optimality in terms of statistical properties, but avoid
large calculations of optimal Kalman gains and still get the
desired performance. Regarding CoP calculations, the costs
for tangential elements of mc

CoP and mcl
CoP are set to large

values while the cost for z components is set to zero. Adding
slack variables δ to (6) means filtering kinematic data which
is crucially needed due to encoder limitations in Coman. (8)
in fact filters all the sensory data together with minimal setup
where the internal process model is assumed to be a floating
IMU. In future work we would consider whole body dynamics
and integrate the full model like [7] in order to estimate the
joint velocities as well.

B. Stage 2: base position and yaw angle estimation

So far we have determined the base linear velocity and we
already know the angular rate from the IMU, both expressed
in the base frame. In this stage we are going to solve another
optimization problem to find the yaw angle φz and the position
xi

b of the base, considering the CoP found in the previous stage
and available roll and pitch angles from IMU. We express the
orientation of the base by:

Ri
b = R(4φz)R(φz(t−4t))Rφxφy = R(4φz)R′ (9)

Where Rφxφy denotes the rotation matrix of the pitch and
roll angles we get from the IMU and R(4φz) is the delta



rotation matrix around z axis. Now we can write the CoP in
the inertial frame as:

xi
CoP,ref = xi

c(0)+Ri
c(0)x

c
CoP = xi

b +R(444φz)R′xb
CoP (10)

Where xi
c(0) and Ri

c(0) represent the initial foot center
frame. The variable xi

CoP,ref is therefore the reference center
position plus the relative displacement of the CoP at the cur-
rent time-step. We can also use the velocities and accelerations
to approximate the xi

b as:

xi
b(t) = xi

b(t−4t)+R(4φz)R′(ẏ4t + ÿimu
4t2

2
) (11)

Defining 4φz,re f = ωωωb
z4t where ωωωb

z is the IMU angular
rate, we can combine (11) and (10) in an optimization prob-
lem:

min
xi

b,4φz
∑Qδ δδδ

2 +Qφ (1− cos(4φz,re f −4φz))

xi
b +δδδ = R(4φz)A+B (12)

(11) is always present in the optimization (in compact form)
while different active contacts can participate with their own
constraints and costs, again in a similar constraint form. We
avoid indexing for the sake of simplicity. The optimization in
this stage is in fact nonlinear and we solve it via Matlab’s
symbolic engine by setting the derivatives of the objective
function to zero. It turns out that if we choose equal costs in
each diagonal cost matrix, we can find xi

b linearly depending
on sine and cosine of 4φz. Therefore one can easily replace it
in the equations and find multiple solutions for 4φz where we
choose the closest one to zero and thus calculate xi

b as well.
Therefore the full state of the pelvis can be calculated with
these two stages which take 0.2ms on a modern computer.

This method can easily disable different contacts by setting
their costs to zero. Using inequality constraints, we limit the
CoP and ensure stability of the algorithm in case of slight
tilting or rolling of the foot. Introduction of slack variables
enable us to filter kinematics and contact forces together in
a minimal setup and improve the robustness against noise.
In future work we will find a policy to re-estimate the
reference CoP position in (10) like [14] and update it during
locomotion/slippage. Note that the proposed method can be
easily applied on most of the humanoid robots with IMU,
joint encoders and contact force sensors. In addition to torque
tracking and state estimation, there are few remarks on task
controllers and parameter tuning of inverse dynamics layer that
we explain in next section.

IV. CONTROLLERS

In this section we briefly introduce the control algorithm
we use to perform the tasks described in section V. This con-
troller has three sub-layers itself: inverse dynamics, Cartesian
controllers and trajectory generation.

A. Inverse dynamics layer

We use the general inverse dynamics framework of our
previous work [5]. In brief, given the Cartesian accelerations
ẍe (translational and rotational), we use a quadratic program
as formulated in (13) to minimize joint accelerations q̈,
joint torques τττ and contact forces λλλ under various physical
constraints.

min
q̈,λλλ ,τττ,σσσ

VQq(q̈)+VQλ
(λλλ )+VQτ

(τττ)+VQσ
(σσσ)

Mq̈+h = τττ +JT
c λλλ

σσσ + ẍe = Jeq̈+ J̇eq̇

A
[
τττT λλλ

T
]T
≤ B (13)

Where the matrices Qi are diagonal quadratic costs and the
variables σσσ induce a soft constraint on Cartesian tasks. M
is the mass matrix, h represents all gravitational, centripetal
and Coriolis forces, Jc is the Jacobian of contact points and
Je is the Jacobian of end-effectors (contacts, CoM and torso
orientation). The matrices A,B represent physical inequality
constraints such as torque limits, friction polyhedrals and CoP
limitations. In practice, we perform stiff position control on the
joints that are not included in the motion. The implementation
of (13) in CVXGEN [24] enables us to remove sparsities from
the mass matrix and Jacobians which enhance the performance
up to 4 times. We reach 0.7ms to 1.1ms on a modern computer
depending on the number of contacts involved (2 and 4
respectively).

Our choice of cost gains are uniform diagonal matrices
Qq = 10−2, Qλ = 10−2, Qτ = 10, Qσ = 104 for floating
and Qσ = 107 for contacting points. These costs provide
stable performance on the real robot and ensure preciseness of
the desired tasks. Fixed contacts have more importance than
floating tasks. We penalize joint torques more than contact
forces and accelerations to provide smoother torque profiles,
but indeed floating tasks have higher priority than torques.
Adding soft constraints on the Cartesian tasks is beneficial
specially when CoM falls outside the support polygon. If for
any reason, the upper layer provides infeasible accelerations,
the soft constraints ensure satisfaction of physical inequality
constraints. For instance, in case of keeping balance and
being pushed extremely so that the CoM falls outside the
support polygon, the robot still keeps full contact at the feet
without tilting or rolling. Therefore we reject invalid Cartesian
accelerations by sacrificing the precision in normal conditions
unlike the prioritized hierarchy of [3]. Note that the proposed
method can be easily applied on torque controlled robots
unless other control layers are present as well as a full model
of the robot.

B. Cartesian control layer

Our task space formulation requires inertial-frame accel-
erations for the hands, feet, CoM and torso orientation. For
Cartesian translational tasks ẍi

ref, we use a simple PD law as:

ẍi
e = ẍi

ref +K(xi
ref−xi

e)+D(ẋi
ref− ẋi

e) (14)



For angular tasks, the formulation we use is inspired from
the work in [25], but including accelerations. Imagine the
frame {e} is attached to an end-effector with orientation Ri

e,
angular velocity ωωω i

e and angular acceleration ααα i
e expressed in

the inertial frame {i}. The desired target orientation, angular
velocity and accelerations are Ri

ref, ωωω i
ref and ααα i

ref. Viewed from
the desired reference frame, we want to minimize the error
observed in this frame. Therefore we define the PD law as:

ααα
ref
e =−Kθθθ

ref
e −Dωωω

ref
e (15)

Where θθθ
ref
e is the angles coming from RRRref

e . Using standard
kinematics, the angular acceleration of the frame {e} in the
inertial frame is then calculated by:

ααα i
e = Ri

ref[S(ωωω
ref +2ωωωref

e )ωωωref
e +αααref

e ]+ααα i
ref (16)

Here in fact the Coriolis motion is considered when convert-
ing accelerations between different frames. Replacing Carte-
sian PD controllers by more advanced policies like MPC in
future works can improve the tracking performance.

C. Cartesian trajectory generation layer

In experiments discussed in next section, we produce var-
ious agile motions that require proper trajectory generation
from an initial to a final configuration. We use smooth expo-
nential functions to generate 3-times differentiable trajectories
as well as Quaternion SLERP functions used in [25], derived
once more to obtain the desired accelerations. We skip the
details for the purpose of conciseness.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In previous sections we discussed the three-layer controller.
A robust and fast method in each of them is crucial for
performing agile tasks discussed in this section.

A. Torque tracking

First of all, we characterize the performance of torque
tracking block shown in Fig.4(a,b,c). A high level PID con-
troller together with inverse dynamics layer that produce feed-
forward torques is used to track sinusoidal trajectories on
single joints. We do not choose large-amplitude signals to
avoid reaching current limits since a considerable portion of
the generated torque is used to accelerate the rotor. The double
derivative of the desired trajectory θ̈re f is also given to the
torque tracker to compensate the torque required for the rotor.

Fig.4(a) shows the Bode diagram of force tracking transfer
functions. One can see the poor performance of the basic initial
PI controller while using feed-forward and feedback terms
improve the transfer function. The remaining phase lag (which
is around 15ms) is due to the fact that torque tracking is now
implemented on an external PC with delayed communication.
In future we transfer it to individual motor controller boards
to reduce the delay considerably. Fig.4(b) corresponds to the
momentum based friction observer proposed in [10]. Even-
though its tracking is satisfactory for low torques, when the
user holds the joint, the controller shows considerable delay in
tracking higher torque profiles which comes from the filtering

nature of this observer. However in Fig.4(c), our proposed
estimator shows lower latency in torque tracking.

The advantage of our method over PID controllers [8] or
disturbance observers [10] is that our controller compensates
internal dynamics of the actuator while those methods try to
resolve these issues with faster loop frequencies. Also with
such estimation of the friction from the previous time-step,
there is no need to close the torque loop with high PID gains.

B. State estimation and control

Next, we will demonstrate the performance of our state
estimation and inverse dynamics formulation over some multi-
joint tasks. The performance is quantified for two tasks of
rotation around vertical (z) and lateral (y) axes while other
challenging scenarios are demonstrated in the accompanied
video. We frequently use the simple kinematics based filter in
previous works [5] which starts the chain from the center of
the feet and does not use the IMU data.

In scenario 1, the robot genuflects quickly around the hip.
Fig.4(d) shows the desired and actual trajectories of the torso
pitch angle, showing a fast and stable motion. In fact this
demonstration is challenging due to limited support polygons.
The remaining steady state error is due to the fact that we
use low PD gains in the Cartesian space and our CAD model
does not match the real robot perfectly. However the robot is
compliant which can be observed in the accompanied video.
One can easily integrate the pitch error to converge in steady
state, however we want to ensure that most of the control
policy is generated by feed-forward terms which indicates
proper modeling of the system.

In scenario 2, we have depicted the performance of our
estimator in Fig.4(e) where the robot rotates around the vertical
axis at 1Hz. The base yaw angle is plotted using the previous
simple kinematics approach versus our new staged optimizer.
In simulations, the basic kinematic approach is stable enough
to perform all the tasks. But on the real robot, we have
considerable noise that is rejected successfully by the proposed
staged filtering.

In scenario 3, we have repeated the same motion at 0.5Hz
(Fig.4(f)), but this time replacing the new state estimator in the
loop by the simple one to observe the resulting performance.
In scenario 4, using back the new state estimator, we have
added damping to all the joints in torque tracking level in
order to see if the vibration could be canceled. Such unwanted
damping improves stability, but similar to scenario 3, it spoils
the tracking performance. Comparing Fig.4(e) and Fig.4(f),
one can conclude that tracking is worse in fast motions, but
we have less vibrations because the joints change direction
more rapidly and physically, there is less time for the joint
to build up static friction (refer to [19]). Note that all the 12
degrees of freedom in the lower body are active, having small
start/stop motions in most. Overcoming the Coulomb friction
is still not perfect in torque tracking layer which results in such
vibrations. Further improvement could be possibly reducing
the previously mentioned delay in the torque tracking loop.
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Fig. 4: (a) The Bode diagram of force tracking transfer function for basic PI, feed-forward only and looped controllers. Note that the feed-forward term
already closes an integrating loop in its friction observer. We close a second loop by a simple P gain to flatten the bode diagram.
(b) Tracking performance of the estimator proposed in [10] at 1Hz in the presence of an external holding force. The controller shows considerable delay in
higher torques and overshoots when the external force is removed.
(c) Tracking performance of our estimator at 1Hz in the presence of an external holding force. The controller successfully follows the desired torque (before
the spring). Note that the PID gains of the high level loop (over position) are small so that the user holding the joint can almost stop it. In (b) and (c) graphs,
reference position trajectories are the same, though desired torque profiles are different due to the high level PID controller.
(d) Scenario 1: rapid genuflection of Fig.6(f). The full demonstration is shown in the accompanied video where the robot complies with external pushes.
(e) Scenario 2: rotation around the vertical axis at 1Hz. The main source of noise is in fact the precision of post-spring encoders. Our new filtering method
successfully rejects noise and spikes and provides a smooth estimation compared to the previous kinematic method used in [5].
(f) Scenario 3,4: repeating the same vertical rotation scenario at 0.5Hz, but in control we use once the novel state estimation and once the basic kinematics
method. We also repeat the same task with the novel state estimator, but adding some joint damping in torque tracking level.
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Fig. 5: Left: When the CoP goes to the borders, there is a slight tilting or
rolling where the geometric center point of the foot is not fixed in the inertial
frame anymore. Right: demonstrates the difference between estimated CoM
vertical position by our staged filtering and the basic kinematics based filter.

In order to characterize the effectiveness of starting the
chain from the CoP, we have plotted few more signals in Fig.5
corresponding to scenario 2. As shown in the accompanied
video, the feet slightly tilt and slip on the ground. This
indicates that the fast motion of this scenario is on the margin
of physical constraints. Such whole body rotation at 1Hz is

challenging for a human as well. Since there is a thin flexible
silicon layer at the bottom of each foot in Coman, one can
expect slight tilting or rolling if the CoP goes to the borders
as shown in Fig.5 left. Now the assumption of fixed center-
foot position which is used by the basic kinematics estimator
of [5] is not true anymore. Therefore, the two new and old
estimation algorithms can systematically differ during such
dynamical tasks (Fig.5 right). Our new filtering however starts
the chain from the CoP and efficiently uses the kinematic
constraint while in similar works [7], [13], this information
might be ignored by considering large covariances.

Finally, we have demonstrated the full body compliance
of the robot over different tasks. In fact the main goal of
modeling the motor, performing torque control and using
inverse dynamics is to find proper feed-forward terms and
reduce the effect of feedbacks. This approach decreases the
stiffness of the robot and makes it compliant. Fig.6 shows few
snapshots of extreme compliance capabilities without violating
physical constraints like contact frictions. Full demonstrations
are shown in the accompanied video.



Fig. 6: Different scenarios using improved torque control and whole body
inverse dynamics. White arrows show robot’s motion while red arrows show
external push. (a) balance on single foot, (b,c) withstanding extreme pushes
downward and rotational, (d) squatting motion while the user slightly perturbs
the foot location, (e) rotation around vertical axis, (f) genuflection around y
axis, (g) circular motion with hands, (h) full body balance on three contacts
while withstanding an external push. Please refer to the accompanied video
to see each demonstration.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, we have shown the gap between our
previous work in simulations and challenges we faced on
the real robot. We have decomposed the controller into three
estimation, control and actuation layers and discussed our
strategies to improve the performance. The first novelty of
this work lies in the combination of a new friction observer
and motor inverse dynamics to improve the bandwidth and
precision of the torque tracking. The second novelty of this
work lies in the staged optimization problems that act like
a Kalman filter to find base position and orientation from
IMU, kinematics and contact force sensor data. We build the
kinematic chain starting from the CoP and effectively handle
very dynamic motions where the feet might slightly tilt or roll.
The third novelty finally refers to the fast demonstrations and
extreme compliance of the robot which is superior compared
to similar approaches [2], [3], [13]. Future work would be in-
cluding the modeling of springs to improve torque tracking and
state estimation, improving communication delay and adapting
reference foot location on-line during state estimation.
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